
OPERATOR COMMUTATIvTTY IN

JORDAN ALGEBRAS

N.JACOBSON1

If a and b are elements of a Jordan algebra 31 we say that a and b

operator-commute or o-commute if the multiplications Ra and 7?¡, com-

mute. Here Ra is the linear transformation x—>xa = ax of 21. The no-

tion of o-commutativity has been introduced by Jordan, Wigner,

and von Neumann [4] who called this concept simply commutativity.

Since every Jordan algebra is commutative in the usual sense, the

above change in terminology seems to be desirable. In this note we

shall study the notion of o-commutativity for finite-dimensional

Jordan algebras of characteristic 0. Our results are based on those

of two previous papers [l; 2].

1. If S3 is a subset of the Jordan algebra 21, then we denote by

Sa(33) the subset of 21 of elements which o-commute with every

ÔGS3. Evidently (Sa(33) is a subspace of 21, but, as we shall see pres-

ently, it is not always a subalgebra. Assume now that 21 is a special

Jordan algebra, that is, 21 is a subspace of an associative algebra U

closed relative to the Jordan multiplication {ab} = ab-+ba where ab

now denotes the associative multiplication. The condition [/?„-??&] =0

now gives { {axjo} = {<z{xo}} for all x. This is readily seen to be

equivalent to [[ao]x]=0 where [ab]=ab — ba. Hence we have the

lemma:

Lemma. If 21 is a special Jordan algebra, a and b o-commute if and

only if [ab] is in the center of the enveloping associative algebra 21* of 21.

We can now construct an example in which Sa(58) is not an algebra.

Let a, b, c be finite matrices such that

[ab] = c,        [ac] = 0 = [be], c2 ¿¿ 0.

Such matrices have been constructed by McCoy [S]. Let 21 be the

enveloping Jordan algebra. Then oGEa(a) but [a, b2]=2bc and

[[aô2]a] =2c29é0. Hence ô2GSa(a). We remark also that a and b

do not o-commute in the Jordan algebra of all the matrices.

In this note we shall consider Sa(33) such that either 21 or 53 is semi-

simple. Our first result is as follows:

Theorem 1. Let 2Í be a special semi-simple finite-dimensional Jordan
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algebra of characteristic 0. Then Sa(93) is a subalgebra for any subset

©o/Sí.

Proof. We may assume that Sí is an algebra of linear transforma-

tions in a finite-dimensional vector space. It is known that 21 is then

completely reducible ([3] or [2]). If a and b <?-commute, [ab] is in

the center. Hence if 8 denotes the enveloping Lie algebra of 31, then

[aô]G8'^S, S' the derived algebra and 6 the center of 8'. Since 8 is

completely reducible, 8'P\S = 0 [l]. Hence [ab] =0. Thus o-commuta-

tivity in 21 is equivalent to commutativity. The conclusion is now

clear.

2. We suppose next that S3 is any finite-dimensional semi-simple

Jordan algebra of characteristic 0. The containing algebra 21 can be

arbitrary (even infinite-dimensional). We shall show that in this case

also @a ($8) is a subalgebra.

Lemma 1. If e is an idempotent element, then (£si(e) is a subalgebra.2

Proof. Write 2I = 2to©2I1/2-r-2Ii where %i={xi\exi = ixi}, i = 0,

1/2, 1. If mG2Io, eu = 0. Since

(1) [RabRc] +   [RbcRa] +   [RacRb]  =  0,

substitution of a = u, b = c = e gives [ReRu]=0. Hence 2I0Çfëa(e).

Similarly 2IiÇ6a(e). On the other hand, if ^G6a(e)n2ii/2, then e(ev)

= (ee)»=z;sothat (l/4)z> = (l/2> andi/ = 0. Hence Sa (c) =2I0+2Ii. It

is known that 2io = 2I„, 2IÎ = 2Ii, 2I02I1 = 0 [4]. Hence 2t0+2Ii is a sub-
algebra.

Lemma 2. Let Vibe a semi-simple Jordan algebra of finite dimensions

over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Then 21 has a basis

consisting of idempotent elements.

Proof. It suffices to show that every element in 21 can be written

as a linear combination of idempotent elements. Since 2Í is power as-

sociative, any a£2I can be written in one and only one way as a =s+n

where s and n are polynomials in a, n is nilpotent, and 5 is "semi-

simple" in the sense that its minimum polynomial has distinct roots.

We recall also that the minimum polynomial of R„ has distinct roots

and thati?„ is nilpotent [ó]. Also the Rak commute. Hence R, and Rn

commute, so that Ra=Rt+Rn is the usual decomposition of a linear

transformation into its semi-simple and its nilpotent parts. If w = 0,

a = s can be written as a linear combination of orthogonal idempotent

2 This lemma is due to von Neumann [7, p. 476]. The idea of reducing our discus-

sion to this result is suggested by a procedure of von Neumann.
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elements belonging to the algebra generated by a. Also since 21 has an

identity, w=0 if and only if i?n = 0. Hence we shall attempt to prove

the lemma by induction on the degree of nilpotency of Rn. It is

known that since 21 is semi-simple, 21 contains a second nilpotent

element p such that

(2) n2p — n(np) = »,        p2n — p(pn) = p [l].

In general we have the relation

(3) [[/?„/£(,]£<;]  =  RA(b.c.a)

where A(b, c, a) = (bc)a — b(ca). Hence it follows from (3) that the

space spanned by Rn, Rp and [i?„i?2,] is a three-dimensional simple

Lie algebra (cf. [l, p. 111]). The theory of representations of these

algebras shows that we can take the matrices of Rn and Rp to have

diagonal block form where the blocks of Rn and Rp look like

'0    ax

0   ' •

a>-\
' 0

respectively, where the o¿ are negative rational numbers. The index

of nilpotency of Rn is the largest s for these blocks. Now consider

the element n-\-p. The matrix of Rn+P has the same block form as N

and P with N+P replacing N and P. A simple calculation shows

that the characteristic polynomial of N+P has the form Xs

"" ( XX')Às-2+ • • • • Since X/^O' this has at least two distinct
roots. Hence we can decompose N+P into smaller blocks. It follows

that Ru for the nilpotent part u of n-\-p has index <index Rn. Hence

we may suppose that n-\-p is a linear combination of idempotents.

The same reasoning applies to n— p. Hence « is a linear combination

of idempotents.

Theorem 2. Let 21 be an arbitrary Jordan algebra of characteristic 0,

33 a finite-dimensional semi-simple subalgebra. Then (Sa(33) is a sub-

algebra.

Proof. The usual field extension argument shows that it suffices to

prove the theorem for algebraically closed base fields. In this case we

can find a basis [ex, • • • , en] for $} of idempotents e¿. Then (£a(33)

= ^Ea(^¿) and each Ea(e») is an algebra by Lemma 1.

3. We suppose now that both 21 and 53 are semi-simple. In this

case we have the following result.

(4) N =

0

1    0
p =

1    0
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Theorem 3. Let %be a finite-dimensional semi-simple Jordan alge-

bra of characteristic 0 and Sß a semi-simple subalgebra. Then (Sa(93) is a

semi-simple algebra.

Proof. Write <£ = (£«(©) and set R($) = {i?0|aG2l}. Define R(SÖ)

and i?(S) in a similar manner (as sets of multiplications acting in 21).

Then 2 =£(«) +[£(«), £(«))] is a completely reducible Lie algebra

of linear transformations. The same is true of 9TJÎ =i?(SÖ) + [i?(53),

-ROB))] [2, p. 526]). Hence the centralizer Sft of SK in g is completely

reducible. Let Ru+ £[£»,•#»,•] G9i Then for ¿G93

0 = [J?ui?ft] + ¿_, [[RvfRwilRb] = [RuRb] + ¿2 Raív>¡,í,ví)

where A(wt, b, w,-) =(w,-&)»,—«/.-(Jo,-). Since 21 has an identity, i?(2I)

C\[R{%), i?(2I)]=0. Hence [#„#&] =0 and Si?4(„,,6.1,i)=0. Thus

«GSand S[i?,ii?„,.]Gf = 5rin[i?(2I),i?(2i)]. Evidently 9l = i?(6)©f
and we can verify that

l-R(S), Jt] Ç £(G),     [ÄÄ]CÄ,     [ä(O.Ä(S)]C«.

Let m be a nilpotent element belonging to S. Then Ru is nilpotent. The

proof of Lemma 4 of [l] shows that there exists Rv, i>GS, such that

(5) [[RVR»]R*] = Ru,       [[RuR,]Rt] = Rv

This implies that

(6) v2u — v(vu) = v,       uh — u(uv) = u

and that v is nilpotent. The existence of such anGE for every nil-

potent mGS implies that S is semi-simple [l].
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